
■   protects floor from scuff
marks

■   pre-cut to fit most walkers

 43-2136 balls (2 each)    20.00 

■   adhesive
backed
Dycem®

strip
secures
onto any
surface for non-slip grip

■   16"L x 1⅛"W strips, 3 each
■   specify: blue (B), yellow (Y)

 50-1560 B/Y   strips (3)         10.00 

Fabrication Enterprises, PO Box 1500, White Plains, New York 10602 USA
tel: 800-431-2830  914-345-9300      Orders@FabEnt.com      fax: 800-634-5370  914-345-9800
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rollators

walkers and rollators

5” wheel

■   for use with all 1" dia
folding walkers

■   durable composite
construction ensures
long life

 43-2135 glides (2 each)    17.00 

■   1" diameter aluminum construction
■   U-shape frame creates greater clearance
■   folds for easy transport or storage
■   available with rubber tips or front wheels and rear

glider tips
■   height adjustable: adult 32-39"; junior 25-32";

oversize 32-39"
weight 

walker capacity (lb)
adult, no wheels 350  43-2100  57.50  43-2100-4  210.00 
junior, no wheels 350  43-2102  60.00  43-2102-4  215.00 
oversize, no wheels 500  43-2104  110.00  43-2104-2  215.00 

adult, 3" wheels 350  43-2110  70.00  43-2110-4  247.50 
adult, 5" wheels 350  43-2120  65.00  43-2120-4  230.00 
junior, 5" wheels 350  43-2122  70.00  43-2122-4  247.50 

no wheels

weight 
rollator capacity (lb)
4-wheel, blue 300  43-2150  185.00  43-2140  210.00 
4-wheel, red 300  43-2152  185.00 

3-wheel, blue 300  43-2160  160.00 
3-wheel, red 300  43-2164  160.00 

optional basket
4-wheel rollator  43-2170  32.50 
3-wheel rollator  43-2171  40.00 

■   provides the ability to bear weight on
the arm and relieve pressure for
those with hand injuries or arthritis

■   lightweight aluminum
■   no tools needed to attach to the right

or left side of walker 
■   may be mounted on inside or

outside of walker frame
 43-2130 platform attachment  115.00 

■   keeps
reachers
attached to
walker or
wheelchair
frame

■   larger side of double clip
snaps onto wheelchair,
walker frame or bed rail;
smaller side snaps onto
the reacher

 43-2181 reacher clip  10.00 

■   comfortable, fold-down
padded seat 

■   2" foam-padded vinyl
cover cleans easily

■   two hook and loop
fastener straps secure
the seat to the upright
or horizontal rails

 43-2180    rest seat  37.50 

each case - qty

with loop brake with push brake

DME

Dycem® strips

height adjustable folding walkers

 walker platform attachment walker rest seat

reacher clipadjustable glideswalker balls

■   8" casters for indoor/outdoor use
■   folds for easy transport or storage
■   removable, foldable backrest
■   3-wheel comes standard with basket, tray and pouch
■   4-wheel model has a padded seat for resting and is

available with push or loop braking system

4-wheel

3-wheel

shown with
basket
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